Elite IB Tutors

IBDP2 Easter Revision Courses, London
10th – 16th April, 2017

About the IBDP2 Easter Revision Courses
The IB Diploma Programme is both hugely challenging and immensely rewarding. It is currently
considered the preeminent pre-university course by the world's most prestigious academic institutions.
It nurtures students, encouraging them to become lifelong learners.
Students who attend range from those who are extremely confident, and simply need a little boost to
give themselves the best possible chance of a 7, to those who feel they are really struggling and
need a complete re-hash of the entire syllabus. We tailor the course according to each student's
needs, and our small group sizes — limited to six students per class — means they are incredibly
personal, and match every student's needs. Naturally, students are split by level (HL/SL/Studies).
Course leaders are selected from EIB’s best tutors, all of whom are IB graduates or teachers, and
who will, over the period of the Course, provide intensive syllabus revision, exam technique, and
past paper practice.

Who We Are
Elite IB Tutors is a team of experienced tutors and educational consultants who strive to help
MYP and Diploma Programme students to reach their full potential. Many of our tutors have
undertaken the IB themselves, with great success, and all our tutors are highly personable and have
extensive tutoring experience. As a team, we all share the same belief that the IBDP is the most
academically thorough diploma currently available, and is best placed to equip students for
universities throughout the world. We have received hugely positive feedback on our courses over the
years and we look forward to welcoming this year’s cohort.

How are the IBDP2 Easter Revision Courses organised?
The IBDP2 Easter Revision Courses run over the period of 5 days, with over 6 contact hours each
day, with each subject-specific course being run by an IB subject expert
•
•
•
•

Classes are limited to a maximum of five students
Classes are split based on level (HL/SL) and predicted grades
Two full days of revision per subject results in intensive & comprehensive learning
Mid April date ideal platform to revise in time for the final IB exams

The Courses are focusing on
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short and intense syllabus revision
Exam technique and past paper practice
Whilst the Courses are also
Tailored individually - students are asked prior to the Courses which areas they wish to focus
on
Run by experienced IB graduates & teachers
Followed up - course feedback & tailored study tips provided

Fees & Payment
£350 per two-day block (one subject over the span of 2 days)
Discounts:
Early-Bird Discount:
• 10% discount if signing up before 31st January 2017
• Full price if signing up after 1st February 2017
Multiple Booking Discount:
• £20 discount if signed up for two 2-day blocks (2 subjects/4 days of tuition)
• £40 discount if signed up for three 2-day blocks (3 subjects/6 days of tuition)
• Multiple Booking Discounts available if signed up before 25th March 2017
Bring a friend Discount:
• £15 discount for both, the original attendee and a friend, for each two-day block attende

Course Structure

Course 1
10th April

Economics HL
Economics SL
English HL
English SL
Geography HL
Geography SL
History HL
History SL
Business Management HL/SL
Environmental System & Societies HL/SL
Biology HL
Biology SL
Chemistry HL
Chemistry SL
Physics HL
Physics SL
Maths HL
Maths SL
Maths Studies

Course 2
11th April

12th April

Course 3
13th April

14th April

15th April

IBDP2 Easter Revision Courses Tutors
Tutors for our Easter Courses are selected from our most engaging and experienced tutors, and who
have received the most exemplary feedback over the last academic year. In some instances, we have
tutors returning to teach on their 6th EIB Course this year, which we are very proud of! All Revision
Course students are asked to provide course feedback, which allows us to ensure we are constantly
helping tutors improve their methods, and EIB to improve the general course structure.
Please see below for short biographies of, and testimonials for, some of EIB’s excellent tutors:

Charlotte
Biology, Chemistry
Charlotte attended La Châtaigneraie where she passed her IGCSEs and IB with flying colours,
progressing to a BSc Hons Biochemistry and MSc in Molecular Biology and Pathology of Viruses
from Imperial College London. Whilst leading Elite IB’s operations in Switzerland, Charlotte is also
studying Graduate Medicine at the highly prestigious St. George’s.
“Charlotte is really awesome! She has helped me tremendously in Biology HL and Chemistry
HL. Her knowledge of the syllabus and tips for exams are really great!” (Adrien, Revision
Courses & private tuition, 2015)

Rafael
Maths, Physics
Rafael is currently completing his MSci Mathematics at Imperial College, London and scored an
outstanding 42 in his IB at the United World College Maastricht, with a 7 in Higher Level
Mathematics and an A in his Mathematics-based Extended Essay. He is currently the President of the
Mathematical Society at Imperial College and has tutored students for a extensively in both Physics
and Mathematics, including over 300 hours of guidance to EIB students over three years of support.
His previous experience includes being a guest speaker at the Imperial College Mathematics
Colloquium and also delivering a Master Class for the Royal Institution.
“Rafael explained rather complicated concepts in a clear, exam-focused way.” (Jordan,
IBDP2 Easter Revision Course, London 2016)

Oscar
History
Oscar holds an MA Warfare in the Modern World (Distinction), from King’s College London, and a
BA Classical Archaeology & Ancient History from the highly prestigious University of Oxford. He is
also a qualified teacher, holding a PGCE (History) and CELTA, who taught History & TOK in IB
schools for five years, for students of the MYP and DP. Oscar is an outstanding tutor not only of IB
History and TOK, but also as a university applications mentor; Oscar’s students have successfully
gone on to further study at top international institutions, including various Oxbridge colleges.
“Oscar explained the way I had to structure an answer to maximize my marks, and showed
me what a good answer looked like.” (George, IBDP2 Easter Revision Course 2016)

Jamie
English
Jamie holds a BA English Literature from the highly prestigious University of Cambridge, where he
was awarded First Class Honours in both his final dissertations, and where he won the James
Baddeley Poole travel Award for independent research. This follows from his exceptional
performance in his IB, where he was awarded 44 points for subjects including HL English,
Economics, History, and French (all 7s), and was the three-time recipient of academic honours. Jamie
is a highly experienced tutors, who has a dynamic teaching style, and who encourages collaboration
from his students, in order to make his lessons a more enriching and enjoyable experience.
“Jamie is a very good and thorough teacher. Warmest thank you for your work and
contribution to my daughter’s education” (Sasha, private tuition, 2016)

Location & Accommodation

Location:
Elite IB Tutors are pleased to continue our partnership with Francis Holland School, where we have
held our courses for many years with great success at Carmel Hall.
Francis Holland is centrally located, cast between the Saatchi Gallery and the gardens of
Buckingham Palace, and attendees should direct themselves to:
Carmel Hall, 39 Graham Terrace,
London, SW1W 8JF
If travelling by public transport, Francis Holland is located nearest to Sloane Square tube station and
Victoria train station. Students are encouraged to enjoy Eaton Square Gardens, the Saatchi Gallery,
and the many fine restaurants around Sloane Square after the course and during lunches, all a short
walk from Francis Holland.

Accommodation:
Students travelling from further afield are encouraged to contact us at contact@eliteib.co.uk to discuss
accommodation arrangements, on which we are more than happy to provide guidance.

